ARTICULATE® RISE 360+
TRAINING SYLLABUS

This interactive, comprehensive one-day course provides everything you need to create compelling e-learning with Rise 360. You’ll not only build complete courses using Rise 360, but also supplement them with additional content using the other Articulate® 360 tools: Content Library 360, Peek 360, and Replay 360. You’ll learn which tool to use in what situation and walk away with a deeper understanding of the award-winning Articulate® 360 suite of tools.

Training sessions are designed for a variety of skill levels. All participants should have basic computer skills and familiarity with some of the more common user interfaces (such as ribbon technology and browser windows).

Since the training is interactive and hands-on, participants are required to bring a PC (or Mac with Windows) with an active Articulate® 360 subscription or trial installed.

A PC (or Mac with Windows) with an active Articulate® 360 subscription or trial installed.

For Windows users: articulate.com/support/article/Combined-Tech-Specs-for-All-Articulate-360-Apps

For Mac users: articulate.com/support/article/Articulate-360-FAQs-Working-on-a-Mac

Browser requirements:
Latest version of Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Firefox, or Safari
Internet Explorer 11 is not supported for authoring in Rise 360

Please verify that you have the appropriate software installed and working properly on your computer before attendance. There is not adequate time to download and install software the day of training.

NOTE: Your computer will need to be able to wirelessly connect to the internet to access Content Library 360, Review 360, and to access Rise 360.
Course Outline

Introduction to Rise 360
User Interface Review
Getting Started
  - Introduction to Real Content, Templates, and Lessons
Starting from a Blank Course/Microlearning
  - Creating an Outline of Sections and Lessons
  - Adjusting Settings and Themes
Exploring the Blocks
  - Introduction to Blank Lessons, Templates, and Quizzes
  - Designing Blank Lesson Blocks
  - Building Interactivity
  - Creating Block Templates
Designing and Importing a Storyline Block
Building a Quiz in Rise 360
  - Adjusting Quiz Settings
  - Designing Questions and Feedback Options
  - Using a Question Bank
Sharing a Course
  - Collaborating with Other Users
  - Exporting a Course for LMS or Review 360
Using Review 360
  - Collecting Feedback
  - Updating a Course
Content Library 360 Review
Screen Recording with Peek 360
Video Editing with Replay 360
Exercise Lab
  - Use Case Experiments: Students are presented with sample course content, along with needs analysis information. During this exercise, we’ll explore which tools would be best to meet the desired outcomes.
  - Working with Your Content: Students are invited to use the same process with their own content.

Questions

Have any questions about the training experience or which course is right for you? We're here to help!

Email our Training Team at training@yukonlearning.com and we'll get right back to you. Otherwise, we look forward to having you join us in class!
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